
ENGLISH: THE RELUCTANT FUNDAMENTALIST 
 
“I was a modern day janissary, a servant of the American empire at the time when it was 
invading a country with kinship to mine.” To what extent is the reader encouraged to 
endorse or reject Changez’ view of himself as having been a “servant” of the American 
empire? 
 
 
Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist explores the notion of one’s identity and social 
awareness by providing a character who is emotionally conflicted by the events occurring around 
him. Throughout the novel, Hamid constructs a range of experiences and relationships for the 
protagonist Changez where each one brings him closer towards discovering his own fundamentals. 
From the “settled nature” of his “home” town Lahore, to the busy lifestyle of New York, Changez 
witnesses events which shape his view of America, as well as of himself. The Reluctant 
Fundamentalist provides an in depth perspective of how it is possible for someone, in this case 
Changez, to endorse and reject the American empire simultaneously. Whilst he may be considered 
as a “servant”, it is through these experiences that allow him to discover his true identity and “where 
(he) belongs”. This is evident in the combination of Changez’ role at Underwood Samson and the 
collapse of the World Trade Centre which ultimately “reveals his blinders”, rejecting America itself. 
 
Changez’s position at Underwood Samson allows him to embrace America’s values and beliefs due 
to the fact that he is accepted in their “society”. Hamid establishes the Underwood Samson firm as 
one that is adamantly “(focused) on the fundamentals”. As Changez increasingly acclimatises to 
their routines, he becomes more “self-righteous” and “pragmatic”. The fact that at the beginning of 
his journey, he “lacked a stable core” meant that he was willing to let others shape his identity for 
him. This sudden change happened to such a significant extent that his fellow friend and rival 
Wainwright comments that Changez should “beware of the dark side, young Skywalker”. Hamid 
chooses to make this allusion to assist readers in understanding the similarities between Changez’s 
experiences and the Star Wars film. Changez’s “lack of substance” means that he has been 
manipulated into a corporate drone who serves the firm with unquestionable loyalty. Although 
Wainwright clearly warns Changez not to be so easily corrupted, Changez rejects this advice, and 
hence endorses himself as a “servant of the American empire”. 
 
The collapse of the World Trade Centre certainly tests Changez’s strength of character, as well as 
his loyalty for America as a nation. It is true that “TV gives you a good view of everything” because 
as the towers crimple, Changez smiles at the fact that “someone had so visibly brought America 
down to its knees”. Hamid constructs his text to build up to this key event, conveying to readers that 
whilst Changez embraces much of his American dream, he is also reluctant to embrace their 
fundamentals. It is at this point in the novel where Changez dissociates himself from America and 
begins his own journey to discover his “fundamentals”. The combination America’s patriotism and 
Changez “lack of substance” demonstrates “the connection between the crumpling of the world 
around (him) and the impending destruction of (his) personal American dream”. Through Hamid’s 
conclusion through suspicious stares from passers-by and racist remarks, Changez realises that he 
will always be considered as a “foreigner”. He realises that if the American empire cannot accept 
him as one of them, he should not have to endorse himself as a “servant” to such people.  
 
Due to the 9/11 attacks, Changez is no longer considered as an American, but rather, he is cast as 
an outsider”. Through America’s retaliation attacks on Pakistan and its neighbouring countries, it 
takes the violence and destruction of his own “home” to disengage himself from America altogether. 
Changez states that he is “no longer (going) to facilitate this project of domination”, suggesting to 
readers how much Changez despises America’s actions. Hamid’s use of such language establishes 
his own perception of America and how he believes America is viewed by other nations accordingly. 
Hamid articulately characterises the protagonist to act upon this statement and ultimately proves to 
himself that he does have a strong set of values and beliefs, without the need to adhere to other’s 
perceptions. Changez’ reluctance to serve the American empire is supported when he protests as a 
university lecture with some students against America’s “wrath” on Eastern countries. Whilst readers  



may be unsure throughout the novel as to where Changez’s loyalties lie, such an open and honest 
act demonstrates that identity can be lost and found, or moulded and shaped by experiences and 
relationships. If Changez once claimed that he was a “lover of America” this final act of defiance 
proves otherwise. He no longer endorses himself as a “servant” to his former host country. 
 
Hamid constructs Changez as a character who does not have a stable identity, and hence is easily 
influenced by experiences and relationships occurring around him. Hamid’s exploration of 
international relations and political tensions between American and Pakistan encourages readers to 
both endorse and reject Changez as a “servant of the American empire”. Whilst Changez is initially 
portrayed as a corporate drone who serves a highly prestigious American firm, his loyalties are 
gradually shifted where the collapse of the World Trade Centre provides a catalyst for this turning 
point. As a result, Changez removes himself from America and embraces his own set of beliefs and 
values. Hamid’s construction of this text force readers to contemplate the fact that identity can be 
lost and found where one’s loyalties will fall accordingly as a result. 


